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(57) ABSTRACT 

The present invention relates to a media cutting tool for use 
With a template. The apparatus of the present invention 
maintains proper alignment With a template through the use 
of a novel offset, rotating, cutting blade and guards against 
skipping along the cut as the apparatus is draWn around a 
template through the use of a novel guide mechanism Which 
engages the template being traced. The present invention 
also employs a transparent handle for an improved vieW of 
the cutting area. 

5 Claims, 4 Drawing Sheets 
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TEMPLATE TRACING CUTTER 

RELATED APPLICATION 

This application claims priority as a Divisional applica 
tion to US. patent Ser. No. 09/318,203, copending, ?led on 
May 25, 1999, entitled “Template Tracing Cutter.” 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates generally to the ?eld of 
cutting instruments for paper, card stock, mylar, plastic 
sheeting, cardboard, and other thin media. More particularly, 
the present invention relates to cutting instruments Which 
folloW the shape of a template in order to cut a piece of the 
thin media in the shape of the template. Templates of this 
kind often have intricate shapes With corners and curves 
Which are dif?cult to negotiate With a knife or other simple 
manual cutter. The present invention uses a novel sWivel 
offset blade and a specially designed guide to more easily 
and effectively folloW the contour of an intricate template 
thereby making a more accurate replica of the template 
shape Without tearing, excessive under-cutting or template 
jumping. 

BACKGROUND 

Templates are often used to reproduce an object With a 
speci?c shape. Current methods include tracing With a 
pencil or pen and then cutting With scissors or using a 
straight edge knife such as hobby knife to cut the shape 
directly from the template. When the reproduced object 
shape is a simple polygon, the template may simply be a 
straightedge, Which is placed along each edge of the object 
as it is cut or traced. More complex shapes require a 
template, Which may have multiple curves, circular holes or 
holes of other shapes, acute angles and other intricate and 
complex shapes. A straight-bladed knife Works Well for 
simple polygonal shapes With straight sides, hoWever cutting 
complex and intricate shapes With a simple straight blade 
can require repeated lifting and repositioning of the blade 
Which can often result in cutting the template. Blade repo 
sitioning can often lead to template movement, jagged edges 
and over-cutting Where the blade cuts past a corner point. 
Repositioning can also cause skipping Where the cut does 
not extend to an intended intersection or corner. This leaves 

skipped spots in the cut, Which can rip and damage the media 
being cut. Often, a person cutting around a detailed template 
must lift the knife and reverse the cutting direction in order 
to cleanly and completely cut an inside corner or other 
complex intersection. 
An accurate cut must also folloW the template exactly. If 

a knife blade varies from a direction parallel With the 
adjacent edge of the template, the knife blade may stray 
aWay from the template or cut into the template yielding a 
product With irregularities that does not reproduce the tem 
plate shape. In order to accurately and consistently keep the 
knife blade parallel With the template edge, the knife opera 
tor must constantly change the blade direction based on her 
visual reference to the template. When cutting at high 
speeds, this can be difficult if not impossible. 

Templates are often used for art and craft projects Where 
matting, decorative paper, Mylar, laminating sheets, foil and 
other media are common. They may also be used With 
adhesive sheets, leather, upholstery material, cloth and other 
textiles or plastic products. With a template these media may 
be repeatedly cut into myriad intricate and identical shapes, 
so long as the template shape is accurately and consistently 
followed. 
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2 
With a visual reference to the cut so important in achiev 

ing an accurate cut, some prior art knives With bulky handles 
are troublesome as they obscure the cut area from the 
operator’s vieW. NarroW handles, hoWever, often provide an 
inadequate grip and may cause blistering or soreness With 
repeated use. 

SUMMARY AND OBJECTS OF THE 
INVENTION 

The present invention relates to a template-folloWing 
cutter designed to accurately cut a thin medium While 
folloWing the shape of a template and provide the user With 
a comfortable grip and a clear vieW of the cut. Embodiments 
of the present invention comprise a handle With a sWiveling 
knife mechanism and a template folloWing guide mounted 
on one end. A transparent handle is provided so that the user 
can vieW the cut area through the handle of the cutter thereby 
providing the user With an unobstructed vieW. The handle is 
also shaped With a cross-section that comfortably ?ts the 
average hand so that the cutter can be comfortably and easily 
draWn around templates for sustained periods. The comfort 
able grip also aids in cutting thicker or tougher materials that 
require additional force to cut. 

In some embodiments of the present invention, the sWiv 
eling knife mechanism preferably utiliZes a bearing to 
enhance rotation. The knife mechanism also comprises a 
knife offset Wherein the knife blade is offset from the axis of 
rotation of the sWivel mechanism so as to cause the knife to 
automatically align itself in the direction being cut parallel 
to the template being traced. This knife mechanism also 
comprises a knife blade With a blade angle designed spe 
ci?cally to enhance blade alignment and reduce ripping of 
the media being cut. The knife mechanism is also made as 
a removable cartridge so that a dull or damaged blade may 
be easily replaced and so blades for different mediums may 
be easily interchanged. 

The template folloWing guide comprises a guide shaft 
mechanism that guides the blade along the edge of the 
template being traced, and a guide foot mechanism that lifts 
the template from the medium being cut so as to guide the 
template to properly contact the guide shaft. The template 
folloWing guide may be attached directly to the knife 
mechanism or to the handle. The template folloWing guide 
is con?gured such that it minimiZes the amount of undercut 
and maximiZes automatic blade alignment. 

Consequently, it is an object of preferred embodiments of 
the present invention to provide a cutter that provides an 
unobstructed vieW of the cut area. 

It is another object of preferred embodiments of the 
present invention to provide a cutter With a transparent 
handle. 

It is an additional object of preferred embodiments of the 
present invention to provide a cutter With a comfortable 
handle. 

It is a further object of preferred embodiments of the 
present invention to provide a cutter that automatically 
folloWs a path that is parallel to the template being traced. 

It is yet another object of preferred embodiments of the 
present invention to provide a cutter With a blade that freely 
rotates so as to easily align With the cutting direction in order 
to facilitate clean cutting and to minimiZe tearing caused by 
a misaligned blade. 

It is a once further object of preferred embodiments of the 
present invention to provide a cutter With a blade angle 
and/or curvature-that minimiZes ripping of the media being 
cut and maximiZes smooth template folloWing. 
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It is another additional object of preferred embodiments 
of the present invention to provide a cutter With a guide that 
prevents the cutter from jumping over or cutting the tem 
plate. 

It is yet another additional object of preferred embodi 
ments of the present invention to provide a cutter With a 
blade and guide combination that alloWs a medium to be cut 
directly beneath the template being traced. 

It is once further another additional object of preferred 
embodiments of the present invention to provide a cutter 
With a blade and guide combination that controls the offset 
betWeen the blade and the template being traced. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

In order that the manner in Which the above-recited and 
other advantages and objects of the invention are obtained, 
a more particular description of the invention brie?y 
depicted above Will be rendered by reference to a speci?c 
embodiment thereof Which is illustrated in the appended 
draWings. With the understanding that these draWings depict 
only a typical embodiment of the invention and are not 
therefore to be considered to be limiting of its scope, the 
invention Will be described and explained With additional 
speci?city and detail through the use of the accompanying 
draWings in Which: 

FIG. 1 is a perspective vieW a ?rst embodiment of the 
present invention. 

FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional vieW of a ?rst embodiment of 
the present invention. 

FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional vieW of a second embodiment 
of the present invention. 

FIG. 4 is a cross-sectional vieW of a third embodiment of 
the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

The present invention may be embodied in other speci?c 
forms Without departing from its spirit or essential charac 
teristics. The described embodiments are to be considered in 
all respects only as illustrative, and not restrictive. The scope 
of the invention is, therefore, indicated by the appended 
claims, rather than by the foregoing description. All changes 
Which come Within the meaning and range of equivalency of 
the claims are to be embraced Within their scope. 

A preferred embodiment of the present invention com 
prises a cutter 2 With a cylindrical handle 4 having a round 
cross-section as shoWn in FIG. 1. The cross-section of 
handle 4 may be formed in other shapes. For example, and 
not by Way of limitation, handle 4 may have a hexagonal, 
octagonal, elliptical or other polygonal or circular variations 
as Well as other shapes that conform to the hand for a 
comfortable and sure grip. Handle 4 is constructed from 
transparent material so that a user may see through handle 4 
in the longitudinal direction thereby revealing an unob 
structed vieW of the cutting area. The cross-sectional dimen 
sions of handle 4 may vary and various siZes may be made 
to accommodate different siZe hands. The average cross 
sectional dimension for various users typically ranges 
betWeen 0.75 inches and 1.75 “, hoWever a preferred cross 
sectional dimension Which Will accommodate the majority 
of users is 1 inch. 

The length of handle 4 may vary as Well and effective 
lengths may range betWeen approximately 2 inches and 4 
inches, hoWever a length of 3 inches has been found to be 
comfortable for most users. 
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4 
In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, 

cutting end 8 and butt end 6 of handle 4 are ?at and 
substantially perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of handle 
4. In other preferred embodiments, the ends 6 and 8 of 
handle 4 may be shaped otherWise. Ends 6 and 8 may be 
shaped to form a lens thereby providing magni?cation of the 
cutting area. Cutting end 8 may also be shaped With a taper 
so as to provide better visibility of the cutting area from a 
side or perspective vieW. Butt end 6 may also be shaped as 
a hemisphere or otherWise rounded for comfort or aesthetic 
appeal. 

Handle 4 may be constructed of any transparent material. 
A preferred material is acrylic. Other suitable materials are 
polycarbonate and styrene. 

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the 
cylindrical shape of handle 4 and the perpendicular, sub 
stantially planar shape of cutting end 8 With its close 
proximity to the cutting blade inhibit the user from vieWing 
the cutting area from a lateral position. This inhibited vieW 
is desirable as a user vieWing the cutting area from the side 
tends to tilt the cutting apparatus to improve her vieW. This 
tilting results in an uneven and inaccurate cut as the blade 
Wanders from the template shape. The cylindrical shape and 
perpendicular cutting end 8 coax the user to hold the cutting 
apparatus perpendicular to the template thereby improving 
the accuracy of the cut. 

Handle 4 further comprises a cavity 32 Which has a Wider 
section 36 for receiving a bearing carrier 24. Cavity 32 also 
contains a narroWer section 38 Which alloWs stem 20 to 
rotate freely Within handle 4. Shoulder 34 transitions 
betWeen Wider section 36 and narroWer section 38. In a 
preferred embodiment, shoulder 34 alloWs for precise place 
ment of bearing carrier 24, hoWever cavity 32 may be 
formed With a single Width or diameter and bearing carrier 
24 may be suitably ?tted therein by interference ?t, threads, 
cement or other leans Without the use of shoulder 34. Cavity 
32 Will preferably have a circular cross-sectional area to 
accommodate typical bearings available for this type of 
application, hoWever the cross-sectional area may have 
different shapes so long as a sWivel mechanism can be ?tted 
therein. 
A preferred embodiment of the present invention utiliZes 

a ball bearing With outer carrier 24, balls 26 and inner 
bearing ring 22 to provide smooth rotation of the cutting 
mechanism. Other bearing types that may be used include, 
but are not limited to roller bearings, shell bearings and 
others. Regardless of the type of bearing used, the bearing 
carrier or exterior portion must be ?rmly ?tted to the handle 
4. This may be achieved through an interference ?t, chemi 
cal bonding, heat bonding or other means. In a preferred 
embodiment the bearing is installed With an slight interfer 
ence ?t and then ?ame polished into place. This process 
?rmly locks the bearing in place and also puts a ?ne polish 
on cutting end 8 to reduce friction With the template. 
Stem 20 forms an interference ?t Within inner bearing ring 

22. This ?t may be achieved through an interference ?t 
tolerance on the full circumference of the stem 20 and 
bearing ring 22 or it may be achieved by using ribs on the 
exterior surface of stem 20 that interfere With the inner 
surface of inner bearing ring 22. In a preferred embodiment 
of the present invention, stem 20 is interference ?t into inner 
bearing ring 22 such that stem 20 may be removed from 
bearing ring 22 by hand. This ?t alloWs convenient removal 
and replacement of the stem 20 and attached cutting mecha 
nism When blades are dull or broken or When a blade for a 
different medium is desired. Other removable attachment 
means such as threads, snap-?t means and others may also 
be used. 
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At one end of stem 20 is ?ange 18 Which provides a stop 
for stem 20 and a widened base for the attachment of guide 
shaft 16. Guide shaft 16 keeps the blade at a constant 
distance from the template being cut. Guide shaft 16 has a 
circular cross-section and is oriented in relation to stem 20 
such that the centroidal axis of guide shaft 16 is parallel but 
offset from the centroidal axis of stem 20. This offset, shoWn 
in FIG. 2 at 28, alloWs the diameter of guide shaft 16 to be 
minimized, thus decreasing template undercut, While main 
taining the blade offset shoWn at 30 that is required to 
maximiZe automatic blade alignment. Decreasing the diam 
eter of guide shaft 16 and maintaining trailing edge 42 near 
the centroidal axis of guide shaft 16 alloWs blade 10 to more 
closely cut the shape of a complex and intricate template 
especially When cutting through an inside corner. While 
shaft offset distance 28 may vary to accommodate different 
cutter siZes and blade con?gurations, the offset distance 
found to Work best for most applications is 0.02 inches. 

Guide foot 14 is attached to guide shaft 16 at a distance 
that alloWs for the thickness of the templates being used. 
This distance may vary for different applications and tem 
plates. Guide foot 14 extends radially outWardly from shaft 
16 forming a conical shape. This guide foot 14 rides beloW 
the template When the cutter is in use and guides the 
template into proper contact With guide shaft 16. The conical 
shape engages and lifts the template as the cutter approaches 
corners and other intricate shapes that might otherWise 
contact the edge of the guide foot causing the guide to bind 
on the edge of the template and then skip out of the template 
as the cutting direction is changed. The outermost diameter 
of guide foot 14 is typically 0.25 inches While the innermost 
diameter Where the guide foot 14 meets shaft 16 is typically 
0.08 inches for a typical paper media cutter. These dimen 
sions may vary for cutters tailored for heavier media, but 
have been found to Work best for cutting paper media. 

Cutting blade 10 is attached to guide foot 14 or is attached 
to guide shaft 16 and protrudes through guide foot 14. It 
should be noted that stem 20, ?ange 18, guide shaft 16 and 
guide foot 14 may be integrally formed as one unit or 
assembled from sub units. These units may be composed of 
a material such a nylon or another high-strength plastic-like 
substance. It may also be machined or otherWise constructed 
from aluminum or another metal substance. In a preferred 
embodiment, nylon is used for this unit. Therefore, cutting 
blade 10 may attach to guide foot 14, guide shaft 16, ?ange 
18, stem 20, or the integral unit Which comprises these 
elements. 

It should also be noted that ?ange 18 may be made very 
thin or recessed into the surface of cutting end 8 of handle 
4. Flange 18 may also be omitted When stem 20 is Wide 
enough to accommodate the direct attachment of shaft 16 
With an appropriate offset 28 and When an alternate method 
is used to stop stem 20 from pushing too deeply into inner 
bearing ring 22. 

Blade 10 has a cutting edge 12, Which tapers from a 
leading or proximate edge 40 to a trailing or distal edge 42. 
The shape of cutting edge 12 may vary depending on the 
media to be cut. For thicker media, such as card stock or 
even cardboard a steep angle With a straight edge is pre 
ferred. Asteeper angle is achieved as angle 44 approaches 90 
degrees. As angle 44 approaches 0 degrees a ?at angle is 
achieved. According to this de?nition, steeper angles are 
preferred for thicker media. 

The shape of cutting edge 12 can also be varied. Astraight 
edge is preferable for thicker media because it reduces 
ripping and tearing at interior corners of the template. For 
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6 
thin media, such as lightWeight papers, a rounded, convex 
edge With a ?atter angle is preferred. 

Blade 10 is oriented so that the cutting point along the 
cutting edge 12 Where cutting edge 12 contacts the media to 
be cut, typically near trailing edge 42, is also offset from the 
centroidal axis of handle 4. This offset aligns With the offset 
28 of guide shaft 16 directionally, but is a greater offset 
distance. A preferred offset distance 30 betWeen the cent 
roidal axis of handle 4 and the trailing edge 42 of cutting 
edge 12 is 0.045 inches. This offset has been found to Work 
Well for cutting thin paper type media as Well as thicker card 
stock type media. 

In an alternative embodiment of the present invention as 
shoWn in FIG. 3, a stationary guide foot 58 is directly 
attached to handle 54 through a snap ?t, threading or other 
removable attachment mechanism 70. Blade 62, having 
blade surface or cutting edge 64, is attached to blade stem 
66, Which rotates Within guide foot 58 and extends into 
cavity 52 of handle 54. Blade stem 66 attaches to bearing 56 
With an interference ?t or other removable attachment means 
so that blade 62 and blade stem 66 may be easily replaced. 
Bearing 56 alloWs blade stem 66 to freely rotate Within 
cavity 52 of handle 54 so that blade 62 may align itself With 
template 50 by virtue of offset 60 and frictional forces as 
explained beloW for both embodiments. Guide foot 58 
engages beloW template 50 similarly to guide foot 14 of the 
previously described embodiment, such that the template 50 
may be maintained against the template receiving portion 72 
of said guide foot 58. 

In yet another alternative embodiment of the present 
invention as shoWn in FIG. 4, a circular, Wheel-like blade 73 
that rolls as it cuts is mounted in guide foot 74, Which is 
attached to shaft 75. Blade 73 may also be attached directly 
to shaft 75. The guide foot 74 of this roller-blade embodi 
ment functions similarly to the guide foot 58 or guide foot 
14 of the previously described embodiments. 

In normal use, a template is placed above a sheet of paper 
or other thin media. Template tracing cutter 2 is then brought 
into contact With template 50 so that guide 14 is slipped 
under template 50 and shaft 16 is in contact With the edge of 
template 50. Cutter 2 is then draWn along the edge of 
template 50 until it makes a complete pass around template 
50. As cutter 2 is draWn along the edge of template 50 the 
offset 30 of cutting edge 12 causes blade 10 to automatically 
align itself to the direction of cut Which is parallel to the 
adjacent edge of template 50. Essentially, the friction of the 
paper media on the blade 10 causes the blade 10 to sWivel 
or rotate around bearing axis 46 until the force pulling the 
cutter 2 along the template 50, Which is parallel With the 
template edge, aligns With the frictional force on the cutting 
edge 12 of blade 10. These forces pull the trailing edge 42 
to a trailing position making the blade 10 parallel With the 
edge of template 50. 
As cutter 2 is draWn through an inside corner, blade 10 

must almost instantaneously change from a position parallel 
With one side of the corner to a position parallel With the 
other side of the corner. Prior art cutting tools can short cut 
or round corners, or cause tearing or ripping of the media, or 
require lifting and repositioning of the cutting tool to cleanly 
cut through the corner. HoWever the transition is made 
smoothly by the above embodied cutters due to the sWivel 
action effectuated by the double offset design. 
As the cutter 2 is draWn in the neW direction aWay from 

the corner, frictional forces resist movement of trailing edge 
42 While leading edge 40 moves in the direction of the 
template edge exiting the corner. These forces cause blade 
10 to align With the template edge, Which exits the corner. 
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What is claimed is: 
1. A cutting device for use With a template, said cutting 

device comprising: 
an elongated handle having a ?rst end, a second end 

de?ning a cavity, and a central longitudinal axis; and 
a blade cartridge disposed Within the cavity of the handle 

such that a central longitudinal aXis of the blade car 
tridge is substantially aligned With the central longitu 
dinal aXis of the handle, said cartridge comprising a 
cutting blade, a conical guide foot located immediately 
above said blade, a guide shaft located immediately 
above said guide foot and having a circular cross 
section, and a rotatable stem located above said guide 
shaft, 

the conical guide foot being shaped to lift an edge of the 
template and engage the template betWeen said guide 
foot, said guide shaft, and said second end of said 
handle, 
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the guide shaft having a central longitudinal aXis that is 

parallel to but offset from said central longitudinal aXis 
of said handle, the edge of the guide shaft serving to 
contact and thereby guide the template When the cutting 
device is cutting a medium. 

2. The cutting device of claim 1, Wherein said offset is 
about 0.02 inches. 

3. The cutting device of claim 1, Wherein said central 
longitudinal aXis of said handle is offset by about 0.045 
inches from a cutting point eXisting along said cutting blade, 
said cutting point being located Where said cutting blade 
contacts the media to be cut. 

4. The cutting device of claim 1, Wherein said handle is 
transparent to provide a clear vieW of said cutting blade 
When said cutting device is cutting said medium. 

5. The cutting device of claim 1, Wherein said handle is a 
magni?er to provide a magni?ed vieW of said cut. 

* * * * * 


